Assessment of methylation events during colorectal tumor progression by absolute quantitative analysis of methylated alleles.
To date, the epigenetic events involved in the progression of colorectal cancer are not well described. To study, in detail, methylation during colorectal cancer development in high-risk adenomas, we developed an assay combining in situ (on-slide) sodium bisulfite modification (SBM) of paraffin-embedded archival tissue sections with absolute quantitative assessment of methylated alleles (AQAMA). We tested the performance of the assay to detect methylation level differences between paired pre-malignant and malignant colorectal cancer stages. AQAMA assays were used to measure methylation levels at MINT (methylated in tumor) loci MINT1, MINT2, MINT12, and MINT31. Assay performance was verified on cell line DNA and standard cDNA. On-slide SBM, allowing DNA methylation assessment of 1 to 2 mm(2) of paraffin-embedded archival tissue, was employed. Methylation levels of adenomatous and cancerous components within a single tissue section in 72 colorectal cancer patients were analyzed. AQAMA was verified as accurately assessing CpG island methylation status in cell lines. The correlation between expected and measured cDNA methylation levels was high for all four MINT AQAMA assays (R >or= 0.966, P<0.001). Methylation levels at the four loci increased in 11% and decreased in 36% of specimens comparing paired adenoma and cancer tissues (P<0.0001 by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Single-PCR AQAMA provided accurate methylation level measurement. Variable MINT locus methylation level changes occur during malignant progression of colorectal adenoma. Combining AQAMA with on-slide SBM provides a sensitive assay that allows detailed histology-oriented analysis of DNA methylation levels and may give new, accurate insights into understanding development of epigenetic aberrancies in colorectal cancer progression.